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A complete menu of Trader Gus Shell Athen's Gyros from Waunakee covering all 16 menus and drinks can be
found here on the food list. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact

details provided on the website. The restaurant and its rooms are wheelchair accessible and thus usable with a
wheelchair or physiological disabilities, Depending on the weather conditions, you can also sit outside and eat.

What Rita Bowe doesn't like about Trader Gus Shell Athen's Gyros:
We stopped there to get food for myself, my husband and our daughter on the way home from work a few days
ago. We got 3 burgers, one fry, one lemonade and 2 slices of pie. It cost about $50! What really irked me was
that my lemonade was fully packed with ice and barely had any lemonade in there. I don’t think that you could
have gotten one more ice cube in it! I mentioned this to the lady who worked in drive thru and... read more. At
Trader Gus Shell Athen's Gyros in Waunakee, there are delicious Greek cuisines like Gyros, Souvlaki and

Seafood, accompanied with sides like fries, salad with feta cheese, Pita bread and Tzatziki served, well
digestible Mediterranean courses are also on the menu. As a rule, most menus are prepared in a short time for

you and served.
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Alcoholi� Drink�
BEER

Starter� & Salad�
FRIES

Desser�
PUTO

Fleischgericht� vo� Gril�
SOUVLAKIA

Appet�er�
EMPANADAS

KEBAB

Gyr�
GYROS

CHICKEN GYRO

Restauran� Categor�
GREEK

MEDITERRANEAN

Ingredient� Use�
MEAT

PORK MEAT

CHICKEN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�

TAPAI

BURGER

SOUP
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